PuffMinder®

DOSER

The MDI COUNTER for Healthcare PROFESSIONALS
(SKU 421230)

◆ PuffMinder DOSER helps the clinical professional accurately record a patient’s usage of the MDI.
◆ The 30 Day memory provides the clinician with significant amounts of usage data.

The DOSER easily attaches to the top of most standard MDIs / PMDs.

The DOSER accurately records the number of inhalations taken in each 24 hour period, and records the number of inhalations remaining in the MDI.

Enables the accurate analysis of medication usage from Metered Dose Inhalers.

Features
Dosage Counter displays the number of Inhalations Remaining

◆ Low Dose Alarm. THREE (3) beeps = less than 20 inhalations remaining in your inhaler.
◆ Compliance Recorder / Dosage History Log. Displays number of inhalations taken per Day, for today and for each of the last 30 days.
◆ Medication Adherence. Enables easy monitoring for better self care.
◆ Improve Patient Compliance and Medication Adherence. Makes following doctors’ instructions easier, especially for those on daily medication.
◆ Long Lasting - Works for One Year (12 months).
◆ Fits most Metered Dose Inhalers (Puffers).

The DOSER was awarded the Product of the Year by the Australian Journal of Pharmacy
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